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Abstract
The objective of expert systems is the use of Artificial Intelligence tools so as to solve problems
within specific prefixed applications. In the last two decades a great experimental effort together with
some theoretical knowledge have been employed to investigate the completeness and consistency of
knowledge-based systems and to clarify the structure of these systems. Nevertheless, there is often
a gap in the formalism which allows the structuring of the expert system programming towards
the expert system design. In the last years, a new field called Ontological Engineering, defined by
the IEEE as “the field that establishes a set of concepts, axioms, and relationships that describe a
domain of scientific or technological interest” is trying to fill this gap. The work presented here
may be placed in this context. In particular, the paper deals with the development of an expert
system valid to optimize the adaptation transients arising in adaptive control using a logic formalism
previously described, providing good simulation results. Its structure is composed by a supervisor
based on an expert network organization and designed to improve the transient performances in the
adaptive control of a planar robot. Apart form the basic adaptation scheme consisting of an estimation
algorithm plus an adaptive controller, two additional coordinated expert systems are used to update
an adaptation gain and the sampling period with a master expert system coordinating both above
expert systems.
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1. Introduction
The term expert system was originally used to denote systems using a significant
amount of expert information about a particular domain in order to solve problems
within that domain [2,15,25,28]. Due to the important role of knowledge in such systems,
they have also been called knowledge-based systems (see [15,16]). However, since the
terminology has been applied to so many diverse systems, it has essentially evolved
into two different uses of the term. First, the term is often used to describe any system
constructed with special kinds of “expert-systems” programming languages and tools,
including production systems, rule-based systems, frame-based systems, “blackboard”
architectures, and programming languages such as Lisp or Prolog. The other important
feature is that, since they are usually non-deterministic, a large number of modules may be
“applicable” (candidates for activation) at any given moment. Thus, a criterion is needed to
determine how to select which of the applicable modules must be executed next, and what
to do after selection. This second is the more appropriate job of an expert system in the
sense that it is a system that “reasons” about a problem in much the same way humans do.
Expert systems are of great interest in complex specific applications like, for instance,
production systems, pattern recognition and Space Station Automation systems [15,16,
25,32]. Also, these tools are very useful in real-time problems, in which monitoring is
essentially dependent on previous experience with similar examples and/or on the earlier
system performance in its current task (see, for instance, [8,17,22,23,30]. In the last two
decades, the completeness and consistency of rule-based systems, as well as their modular
decomposition, have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally (see [2,8,18,
25,27,28,31]. Nevertheless, there is often a gap in the formalism which allows structuring
of expert-system programming towards expert system design. In the last years, a new field
called Ontological Engineering, defined by the IEEE as “the field that establishes a set of
concepts, axioms, and relationships that describe a domain of scientific or technological
interest” is trying to fill this gap (see [11,12,29]). The work presented here may be placed
in this context, representing in this sense a practical implementation of the axiomatic
formalism of expert systems previously described in several studies.
A first attempt to deal with this problem from a formal-logic point of view was described
by De la Sen, [5]. In this paper, that formalism is first generalized and then applied to
the improvement of the adaptation transients by using knowledge-based tools so as to
adaptively update the tracking error of model reference adaptive control systems. The
method is applied to the supervision of the adaptation transients in a planar robot. The
two mechanisms involved in the supervision are the use of time-varying sampling periods
obtained from adaptive sampling laws and the on-line adjustment of one of the free-
design parameters of the parameter-adaptive algorithm. A set of a priori valid sampling
laws organized as rules is separately analyzed in order to choose one for implementation.
We also derive a set of rules governing the correct design and switching between rules
according to their previous performances. This set of rules is the basis of a knowledge
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base, which consists of two supervisors that are driven by the basic adaptation scheme. This
scheme is a master system which manages the two supervisors within a expert network.
Several other good methods have been used in robotic control, such as artificial
neural networks (ANN), fuzzy methods using genetic algorithms, or other auto-tuning
methods (main of them based on PID control structures, using pole placement via
analytical or graphical approaches such as Root-Locus, Ziegler-Nichols, etc., or methods
of minimization of integral performance criteria as in [33]). Nevertheless, compared to
these techniques, the expert system structure developed in this manuscript is a faithful
application of the classic analytical adaptive method used in automatic control (see,
for example [6]), providing good results in trajectory tracking of manipulators and
allowing the designer to directly inspect the progress of the process in an intuitive
way.
Note also that the use if a hierarchical control architecture may reduce the transparency
of the process for users who are not familiar with rule-based structure but, in general,
not for specialized designers. In many circumstances, it is preferable in this sense to
methods such as ANNs or genetic algorithms, where the learning procedure is similar
to a “black-box” process, as the hierarchy priority structure and the rule-based knowledge
implementation may be easily modified if necessary to satisfy the design specifications.
Both procedures involve different points of view and, as has been pointed out before, the
proposed method based on an expert system structure makes easier to follow the control
process so that the user may evaluate the correct functioning of the system and generate
correcting actions if needed. In the second part of the paper, this method is applied to the
design of an expert network used to supervise the transient behavior of a planar robotic arm
with three revolute joints, namely, a planar 3R manipulator. The mathematical modeling
of spatial linkages is quite involved. So, it is usual to work with planar robots because
the kinematics of planar mechanisms is generally much simpler to analyze [10,26]. The
planar 3R geometry used as basis for the implementation of the expert network can be
found in many robot manipulators. For example, the shoulder swivel, elbow extension,
and pitch of a classical robot suck as the Cincinnati Milacron T3 can be described as a
planar 3R chain. Similarly, in a four degrees-of-freedom SCARA manipulator, ignoring
the prismatic joint for lowering or raising the gripper, the other three joints form a planar
3R chain.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the parts and characteristics
of an expert system, and gives an overview of the steps towards the derivation of the
required axiomatic formulation. Section 3 presents the mathematical formulation required
to deal with the problem on hand, that is, the implementation of an expert system
to improve the transients in our adaptive control application. Some extensions to this
formulation enabling the expert system to commute with a optimization approach within
the expert network are also presented. Section 4 is devoted to the above mentioned
application example concerned with an adaptive control scheme of a planar robot including
two simple expert systems as lower decision levels, one to deal with the optimization of
a free-design parameter of the adaptation algorithm and a second one for on-line design
of the sampling period. The scheme is also considered in the presence of disturbances.
Finally, conclusions end the paper.
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2. Expert systems. Tools for the axiomatic formulation2.1. About the basic characteristics
Some of the well-known features distinguishing expert systems from standard applica-
tions programs follow [2,16,18,27,31].
• Knowledge. Each contains a database and a database knowledge (i.e., a knowledge
base), usually in a specialized area, represented in a relatively natural form that allows
some sort of reasoning to be carried out. In the context of this paper, this knowledge
will be represented by using relatively simple rule-based schemes.
• Reasoning. The system must be able to process rules and to obtain new rules from
experience on similar examples.
• Extensibility. The representation of knowledge is such that modifications of, or
additions to the knowledge base do not require extensive modification of the
entire system. The extensibility is a basis for the learning capability based on
modification/extension of the knowledge base according to the current situation and
previous experience.
• Flexibility. The systems are often highly reactive; that is, the choice of actions to be
performed next by the system depends more of the current situation than in the fixed
structure which characterizes usually standard software systems.
• Explanation. In order to help the user to debug the system, it is convenient for a system
to be able to retrace the reasoning sequence employed and to explain what has been
done at each step.
• Incomplete or inexact data. It is also convenient for an expert system to be able of
detect incomplete, uncertain, or inaccurate data.
• Verification. Since the system may be inconsistent in its knowledge or rules, it is
important that manual and eventually automatic verification techniques be developed.
• Explanation capability. It is convenient a rich explanation to be supplied to the user
related to the used arguments to take a decision, in terms of the functioning of the
physical system under consideration.
As will be shown later, the model reference adaptive control used in the application
to improve the adaptation transients of the manipulator fulfills these characteristics. That
is, the system possesses a database and a knowledge base containing the necessary
environment data (see Table 1) and a set of rules to respond to each particular dynamical
situation. These rules allow the extensibility of the system, using previous experience
as well as the current performance to modify and extend the knowledge base. In
this sense, consider an expert network consisting of the hierarchized expert systems
(E11,E21 , (E31,E32)), as shown in Fig. 1, where the superscript denotes the hierarchy level
and the subscript denotes the priority within the same level. It may be observed how the
controller updating set of rules implemented in E11 , in turn, modified by E
3
2 , adapts the
control of the unknown dynamical system. The reasoning capability is clear since E32 is
able to process its own rules and modify the rules of E11 . The system is also flexible,
since the last data received are processed accordingly with the sampling period updating
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rules tested by E3, and this sampling period is used compute the rules of E1 and E3. The1 1 2
verification is implemented by the supervisorE21 which computes the correction/prediction
horizons that will be used in E32 and E
3
1 to ensure the consistency of the rules and
detect incomplete and inexact data. A user familiar with the physical mechanism of the
system under consideration, can debug the evolution of the expert system by retracting
the reasoning sequence, so that in each step he can know what has been done and why.
Note also that the expert network scheme system used here is not only useful to deal with
this kind of robotic systems, but it can be easily adapted to deal with any other dynamical
system with soft non-linearities.
2.2. Steps towards the derivation of the axiomatic formulation
(1) An intelligent set of expert system (i.e., an expert network) consists of a set (of at least
one) expert system controlled by one master expert system which may be time-varying.
The network is organized into hierarchical levels with priorities within each level.
(2) There is a set of admissible experiments which are grouped into equivalence classes.
For each class, the master expert system of the expert network is asymptotically unique
as time tends to infinity.
(3) There is a hierarchical distribution of the expert system within the whole expert
network. For each of the above classes of admissible experiments, the hierarchy table
is asymptotically stationary. This means that, after a sufficient number of examples,
the system has acquired enough experience, improving the hierarchy table so that it
remains unalterable.
(4) The topological connections within each hierarchy and between the various hierarchi-
cal levels are implemented through connection rules which may be made to belong to
both (or one of) the knowledge base of the “local master expert system”. The concept
of state of the expert system has been introduced to distinguish experts being of the
same hierarchy and priority but having different performance objectives.
(5) Modifications of the hierarchies and priorities between expert systems of the network
and the rules of each local knowledge base (both being associated with each expert
system within the network) may be made via modifications in the databases through
evaluation of quality deficit indices which supply performed results on the current and
former admissible experiments of the same class. These quality deficit indices are also
used as direct arguments in the modification functions of the rules.
2.3. Expert system description
The expert system implements algorithmically the adaptation sampling laws given
by De la Sen, [4]. The adaptive control algorithm updates a finite number of updating
controller parameters so as to asymptotically track a reference sequence (in a discrete
reference model adaptive control context). A supervisor commutes when necessary
the adaptive sampling updating process with the optimization one for the free-design
parameters updating method (see [8]) or makes them operate in a cooperative fashion as a
hierarchized tandem.
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The expert network consist of four expert systems Eij (i = 1,2,3; j = 1,2) organized
in a master-slave global scheme as indicated in Fig. 1 with the hierarchical level 1 being
the highest decision level in the expert network, where:
E11 : Controller updating which implements the adaptation controller parameter
modification.
E21 : Supervisor of E
3
1 and E
3
2 below. It is in fact an implementation of connecting
rules between these two systems.
E31 : Adaptive sampling controller updating algorithm which implements as rules the
tasks listed below:
• The general job is to update controller parameters implementing algorithmic
designs that lead to asymptotic stability (see [8]).
• Distinguish between different types of adaptive sampling laws (Hsia, Dorf et
al., Gupta, etc., see related reference [4]) like:
Ti = K|e˙(ti)| ; Ti =
K
|e˙(ti)|P ; Ti = T −K
∣∣e˙(ti )∣∣P , etc.
where p > 1, p ∈ R+, K is a real positive constant, T > 0 is the nominally
constant sampling period and Ti the updated sampling period. The error
measurement e(ti)= y(ti)−y∗(ti), where y(ti) is the system output and y∗(ti )
is the reference output at tith. T is designed a priori and Ti should satisfy a
range constraint Ti ∈ [Tmin, Tmax], which depends on the physical problem (as,
for instance, from the required bandwidth, relative stability degree, computer
capability requirements, degree of uncertainty about the deviations from the
boundary of a region of expected parameter space values, etc.).
• Choose the best adaptation law according to the following classification:
– Type of the sampling period function.
– Plant type (first, second, third order, etc.).
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– Previously performed examples/experiments of the same type as the current
one.
– Real time registered performances of the current example (like, for instance,
local transient deviations of the reference sequence divided by time inter-
vals). Is this performance improved as time increases?
– Yes: Continue.
– No: Examine (law, plant-type, sampling).
• Satisfy the constraints and return to re-evaluation.
– If re-evaluation is positive modify rule of type for this class of examples,
put a flag and increase a failure counter. If the percent of failures of the
class of examples increases over a bound, add new rules through the analysis
of results of re-evaluation and re-classify the class of admissible examples
so that the evaluation rules be classified into groups. The sets of examples
which belong to closer classes (those which are not very different according
to criteria classification) may be evaluated by several groups of rules within
a priority.
– Modify when necessary the nominal sampling period T ∈ [Tmin, Tmax] and
its boundaries Tmin, Tmax within prescribed physical constraints.
E32 : Updating the free-design parameters of the adaptive controller: A very similar
philosophy as that for E31 is followed but with modification of the free-design
parameter of the algorithm instead of the sampling system.
Connection rules C21, C12. If E31 fails according to a quantitative criteria, then go to E
3
2
with a constant sampling period or viceversa.
If the knowledge base associated with these rules is complex, an ad-hoc expert system
may be built.
In the application problem dealt with in Section 4, the hierarchical level 1 is
the controller updating, which requires the plant identification; i.e., the controller
parameterization at each discrete time depends on the plant estimates obtained via
input/output measurements. The expert system of level 2 coordinates that of level 3.
Level 3 has two parts with distinct priorities, namely, the process of updating the free-
design parameters of the adaptation algorithm and that of on-line choice of the sampling
period. The first process has typically highest priority as apparent from simple intuition.
The sampling period updating rule is modified on-line; i.e., the sampling period is usually
time-varying and may involve two different actions, like, on-line choice of an adaptive
sampling law and then a choice of a numerical value for the “next” sampling period
given by the previously chosen sampling law. The coordinator (level 2) may decide a
change of the priority of both updating processes (free-design parameters/sampling period
updating) according to the registered system’s performance of the system. Of course, both
updating processes must guarantee closed-loop stability, specific details will be given in the
application example of Section 4. An elementary logical formalism to be used to classify
admissible and non-admissible experiments and the admissible ones into equivalence
classes is given in the subsequent section.
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3. Logical formalism3.1. Notation
– t : Continuous variable (time) which indicates the process evolution although this
occurs at sampled time instants only. t  t0 denotes the real interval [t0,∞). The
access time is assumed to be zero.
– H : Class of admissible experiments. H(t): class of admissible experiments which has
its evaluation results available at time t . H(t ′, t): set of admissible experiments which
begin at t ′ ∈ [t0, t), namely H([t0, t), t). H([t0, t), t) is the set of non-admissible
experiments.
– C: Equivalence relation which classifies H as follows:
H/C = {Hα: α ∈ A}, Hα : equivalence classes, where α is a positive integer and A
the set of classes of admissible experiments (finite or infinite countable).
– S(Eij (t)) where i = 1,2,3; j = 1,2: Expert network of expert systems Eij and master
E11(t).
– Eij (∞): Nominal expert system which at infinite time does not modify its knowledge
base by adding/deleting (modifying its own rules) where i = 1,2,3; j = 1,2.
– The hierarchy h of S(E(t)) is the set of ordered levels 1, 2, 3, with the order relation
“occurs before:” ζh. Then,
h(t)= {1,2,3: 1 ζh 2; 2 ζh 3, t  t0}.
– The priority p is the set of ordered expert systems at level 3 (i.e., h(t) = 3) with the
order relation “occurs before:” ζp . Then,
p(t)= {1,2: 1 ζp 2; 2 ζp 3, h(t) = 3, t  t0}.
– Rules R are also denoted by R(t); R([t0, t), t) when they are operated at same time or
during a time interval, respectively, etc. Rules associated with a subset of S(Eij (t); i =
1,2,3; j = 1,2; t  t0) are denoted by A(t)⊂ S(E(.)(.) (.)). The knowledge base of this
set of rules A(t) is denoted by KB(A(t)). In general, KB(Eij (t)) = KB(Ei
′
j ′(t)) = ∅
∀1  i  3; 1  j  2; t  t0. The database is denoted by DB(A(t)) and fulfills a
similar relation.
– The evaluation results of A(t)⊂ S(E(.)(.) (.)) are included in DB(A(t)). The evaluation
function Q(Eijk(t)) gives the evaluation results (like, for instance, percents of
evaluation of rules) of the expert system Eijk(t).
3.2. Axioms and results
The following axioms are constructed from appropriate building strategies in the expert
network.
Axiom 3.1. There exists an admissible class of experiments H([t0, t), t) for the expert
network S(Eij (t); 1  i  3; 1  j  2; t  t0) and a master of the network E∗(t) =
Eij (t), i = 1,2,3; j = 1,2 for all t  t0.
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For simplification purposes, we denote the expert set S as S(E∗(t)) which is the expert
network addressed by the master expert system E∗(t). The hierarchy h, and priority p
order relations are fully defined in Section 3.1. The remainder expert systems operate as
“slaves” of the master with hierarchized priority levels.
Axiom 3.2. At each t  t0, the connection rules CR between S(E∗(t)) are well-posed so
that a master-slave relation MS(t) may be defined as SA(t)MSSB(t) for each pair SA(t),
SB(t) ∈ S(E∗(t)) and each H(t) ∈H(t).
The following result follows from Axioms 3.1 and 3.2.
Theorem 3.1. For each H(t) ∈ H(t); t  t0, the expert network S(E∗(t)) has a unique
master expert system E∗(t) and it is both a completely and partially ordered set.
Proof. It is trivial to verify that the relation MS(t) is an order relation. This implies unicity
of E∗(t) at each t  t0. ✷
The following result follows trivially from Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. The relation MS(t) in S(E∗(t)) is fully defined for each H(t) ∈H(t) by the
hierarchy and priority relations h, p, respectively. Namely, MS(t) is uniquely defined by
the quadruple [i(t) ∈ I ; j (t) ∈ J ; ζh(I (t), t); ζp(J (I (t)), t)]; I = {1,2,3}, J = {1,2}.
It is convenient to define sets Hα(t)⊃Hα(t), α ∈A of experiments which include the
admissible classes Hα(t) in H . These sets are formed by all the elements (equivalence
classes) in Hα(t) and moreover, other ones which do not fulfill all the conditions that will
be included in C (defined below). To introduce these concepts, we proceed as follows.
Axiom 3.3.
(1) (Hypothesis) The relation C is a set of conditions ci(t), namely, C(t) = {ci(t); i =
1,2, . . . , σ (t)}.
(2) Let Cp(t) be the set of the parts of C(t). The set H/C(t)⊃H/Cp(t) for each p ∈ β
(the set of possible partitions). (o ∈ β so that C(t)= Co(t).)
The following result follows trivially.
Theorem 3.3. The quotient sets Hαp(t)
= Hα(t)/Cp(t), all integer α ∈ A,p ∈ β are
formed by equivalence classes obtained from the relation Cp(t).
Remark 3.1. The class of time-varying possible experiments Hαp(t) includes both
admissible and non-admissible experiments which include time-varying modifications of
quasi-admissible experiments that do only differ from Hα(t) in a small set of conditions.
This is useful in order to modify the rules of the expert system.
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The most interesting subset of Hαp(t) is Hαp(t) ∩H(t), ∀α ∈A, ∀p ∈ β , ∀t  t0.Axiom 3.4. H(t)⊂H(t, S(E∗(t))), ∀t  t0.
Thus, the following theorem holds under Axioms 3.3 and 3.4.
Theorem 3.4.
(1) H(t)/C ⊂H(t, S(E∗(t))/Cp(t)), ∀p ∈ β , ∀t  t0.
(2) Hαp(t) ⊂ (⋂p∈β H(t, S(E∗(t))/Cp(t)) ∩ H(t, S(E∗(t))/C(t))); ∀α ∈ A; ∀p ∈ β ;∀t  t0.
(3) Hαp ∩H(t)⊂ (⋂p∈β H(t, S(E∗(t))/Cp(t)) ∩H(t, S(E∗(t))/C(t))); ∀α ∈ A; ∀p ∈
β; ∀t  t0.
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial from Axioms 3.3 and 3.4. Proof of (3) follows from the fact
that Hαp , H(t)⊂H1(t) where
H1(t)
=H(t)∩
(⋂
p∈β
H
(
t, S
(
E∗(t)
)
/Cp(t)
)) ∩H (t, S(E∗(t))/C(t))
=
⋂
p∈β
H
(
t, S
(
E∗(t)
)
/Cp(t)
)∩H (t, S(E∗(t))/C(t));
∀α ∈A; ∀p ∈ β; ∀t  t0. ✷
The rules are assumed to be obtained or modified through empirical knowledge and
experience on previous examples of the same class. The rules have also a hierarchy and
priority within each expert system. Thus, we state the following axiom.
Axiom 3.5. At each time t  t0, the rules within each expert system have a hierarchical
level and a priority, namely, the rule or sets of rulesR of the expert system Eij (t); 1 i  3,
1 j  2 may be written as R =R(t,Eij (t)); 1 i  3, 1 j  2.
For example, a rule may be processed or not at time t , namely, there is an evaluation
function of each rule ev(t)= 1 (rule being processed at time t), 0 (rule being non-processed
at time t). Hence,
ev(R(t))= ev(R(t,Eij (t); 1 i  3; 1 j  2, H(t) ∈H([t0, t), t)))
=
{
1 (Processed rule),
0 (Non-processed rule).
The information for the modification of rules is related to the set of evaluations of rules on
different examples. More specifically for an experiment of class α:
ev
(
R(t)
)= ev(R(t,Eij (t); 1 i  3; 1 j  2, H(t) ∈Hα([t0, t), t)),
In
(Hαp([t0, t−), t−)); ∀α ∈A; ∀p ∈ β)
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where In(Hαp([t0, t−), t−)) is an information which is valid to modify or not the rule being
available at time t and obtained from the equivalence classes of experiments processed
during [t0, t−).
That is, the evaluation function on a rule governs if it should be processed or not, and
produces a result (either logical like, for instance, a rule consisting of switches between two
or more analytical-type rules, or of an analytical nature), the next direction, and information
about the experiments of the same or extended classes which may make possible the
generation of a new rule.
Axiom 3.6.a. The generation function (gen) of a new rule is made on the basis of
knowledge of the evaluation function on examples or extended examples (i.e., those
belonging to H(.)). Adding or deleting a rule is a particular case of the gen(.) function.
The information function may be evaluated from the database, which is an important
requirement. To endow this function of unicity, we announce the following axiom:
Axiom 3.6.b. There is an information vector in each database DBij (t) (1 i  3; 1 j 
2), ∀t  t0 which contains the information of all the above evaluation processes. Rules are
not modified at the stationary point of Eij (t), i.e., E
i
j (∞).
Axiom 3.6 implies that for a group of rules R and a class of experiments Hα(t) and an
expert system Eij (t) may be written as:
(a) In(t,R, Hαp([t0, t))) = In(t, ev(R(t0,Eij (t),H(t)))), some 1  i  3, 1  j  2 and
all H(t) ∈Hαp(t−), ∀t−  t0, α ∈A and p ∈ β .
The set Hαp(t−) is time-varying and must be modified on line.
(b) Store [In(·)]→ sub-base of DBij (t).
The generation of Hαp(t); α ∈ A, p ∈ β is made on the basis of experience (i.e.,
Hαp(t
−)) via modification of the relation C(t) and then of Cp(t) implementing trade-off
proofs.
The connection rules are manipulated or modified in the same way as the general rules.
Details are omitted for space reasons.
3.3. Implication in the problem of improvement of the adaptation transients
In the current problem, we classify the adaptive sampling laws into classes, namely,
TSi ∈ {TS} with i being: 1-derivative error with integer power, 2-derivative error with
fractional power, 3-adaptation with difference amplitude criterion type, 4-adaptation with
optimization of the sampling interval on overall finite time optimization intervals, etc.
We also classify the plants into types or classes, namely if the plants are linear, Pi ∈ {P }
with i being: 1-Plants with one zero and one real pole without delay, 2-Plants with one zero
and two real poles without delay, 3-Plants with one zero and two conjugate complex poles,
etc.
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The general criteria of sampling are also classified into categories according to the loss
function type from which the sampling law is derived as, for instance, TGi ∈ {TG} with i
being: 1-Sampling law of type 1, 2-Sampling law of type 2, 3-Sampling law of type 3, etc.
Each particular adaptive sampling law belongs to one of those categories and must
respect the necessary sampling constraints concerned with stability, bandwidth and
admissible operation sampling period compatible with the application at hand. The
adaptive sampling laws were obtained from the optimization of the function
JT k = J0k + J1k = 1
(Tk)a
tk+Tk∫
Tk
[
e(t)− e(tk)
]b dt +A exp(−BTk), (1)
where a and b are real constants and A and B positive real constants, with e(t) being
the tracking error and ek(t) its value at the previous sampling instant. The various types
depend on particular choices of the constants a, b, A and B in (1). Note that this expression
(1) consists of two additive terms, the first one being a loss of the time-interval error
performance of the sampled systems with respect to the continuous one for each tk
sampling instant to the next one tk+1 = tk + Tk . The second term with A > 0 is a loss
of the sampling itself to avoid the trivial solution Tk = 0 (i.e., absence of sampling).
For notational simplicity the indexes of the classes TS(·), P(·) and TG(·) may identify
directly the corresponding class. For instance H = P(= 1) means that a current plant of
type 1 is being processed in an experiment. The expert systemE31(t) classifies the examples
of plants P in such a way that types TG and TS are chosen so that, for instance, the expert
system E31 has in its database at time t the information In(·), which is obtained from the
string at time t
H = P(= 1)→Hα(t)=
{
P(= 1)} and Hα(t)= {P(= 1 or 2)}
what means that the expert system “knows” that
P(= 1)→
{Selected value in TG× TS is the ordered pair (1,1) ∈ TG× TS
Ordered pairs with less priority are: (1,2) ∈ TG× TS
(2,2) ∈ TG× TS
However, if the performances obtained at t  t∗ from observation on [t ′, t∗), some
t ′  t0 are poor, we check in the appropriate order the two remaining ones until we finally
select one.
This technique has been shown to lead to very good results when combined with
a possible commutation between sampling laws or a combined supervision with the
optimization approach of [3,8]. In the example of the next section, the aforesaid
optimization approach is replaced by the supervision of an updating algorithm for one
the free-design parameters, based on a loss function which characterizes empirically the
success of the previous choice of such a parameter. This parameter acts as an adjustable
gain for the step-by-step increments of the estimated parameter vector as new input/output
are processed at each successive sampling instant. Details of the implementation are
provided in the next section.
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4. A simple expert network for improving the adaptation transients in adaptive
control
4.1. Process to be controlled
The planar robot with three degrees of freedom shown in following Fig. 2 is considered:
In order to specify the geometry of the manipulator, we require the three link lengthsL1,
L2 and L3. In Fig. 4, the three joint angles are labeled θ1, θ2 and θ3, which are obviously
variable. For modeling simplification, the masses of the articulations are assumed concen-
trated at the distal end of each link with the inertia tensor of the third element assumed
diagonal.
If the robot parametrization is known then the mechanical torque is assumed to be given
by:
τ =M(Θ)Θ¨ + V (Θ, Θ˙)+G(Θ)+ F(Θ˙) (2)
where M is the mass matrix, V groups centrifugal and Coriolis forces, G is a gravitation
force while F models the friction and Coulomb effects, Θ is the vector of relative position
Fig. 2. Planar 3R manipu-
lator.
Fig. 3. Reference systems
for Denavit–Hartenberg rep-
resentation.
Fig. 4. Structure of the planar 3R manipulator.
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angles of each arm, with first and second time-derivatives Θ˙ (angular velocities) and Θ¨
(angular accelerations) referred to the previous one. In particular, the expressions forM , V ,
G and F are time-varying and non-linear, so that the plant is non-linear and time-varying.
However, for small variations of Θ , it may be considered as a second order linear one.
The assignation of reference systems has been made following the Denavit–Hartenberg
representation (see Fig. 3). Details about the parametrization of the kinematic model are
provided, for instance, in [7,10,13,26]. It has been assumed that four process parameters
are unknown, namely, m1, m2 +m3 (masses); Izz (third component of the inertia tensor of
the third link), and v1 (first friction coefficient). Those parameters are assumed unknown
and then estimated while the remaining parameters are assumed known.
The principal objective of this section is to provide an adaptive controller for this robot
which uses supervision techniques to improve the adaptation transients. This supervision
is verified using computer simulation. Simulation of robot systems, which is getting
very popular due to the lowering cost of computers, can be used for layout evaluation,
feasibility studies, presentations with animation and off-line programming. One of the most
used packages is GRASP, which is a 3D modeling and simulation system with textual
programming and off-line program generation capability (see Fig. 5). The supervision
techniques of the sampling period and adaptation gain are articulated within an expert
network framework [14,19–21,24,33].
4.2. The expert network
The expert network uses an adaptive controller at the lowest level of Fig. 1, with a least-
squares estimation algorithm with time-varying free-design parameter and a sampling law
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with small sampling period variations at the third level of Fig. 1. Level 2 coordinates the
actions of Level 3. The two expert systems of third level are devoted to properly supervise
the basic level by taking correcting actions when necessary. The basic scheme for the first
control-estimation levels is displayed in Fig. 6.
The fixed parameters are taken as follows: T0 (nominal sampling period) = 0.6 ms,
c (free-design gain of the estimation algorithm) = 5 × 10−3 and forgetting factor λ = 1
(i.e., no forgetting factor is used). The fixed part of the controller in Fig. 6 is given
by the proportional and derivative gain matrices: Kp = Diag(100,100,100), Kv =
Diag(20,20,20). The parameters of the robot are: m1 = 4.6 Kg; m2 = 2.3 Kg; m3 = 1 Kg;
Izz = 0.1 Nm2; vi = ki = 0.5 (i = 1,2,3). Li = 0.5 m (i = 1,2) are the arm lengths.
The initial estimates for the four unknown parameters are: mˆ1 = 9.2; mˆ23 = 6.6, where
m23 =m2 +m3; Iˆzz = 0; vˆ1 = 0.
The expert network is organized as follows.
4.2.1. E11 : Unsupervised adaptive controller
Eq. (2) is replaced with:
τ = M̂(Θ)(Θ¨d + kvE˙ + kpE)+ V̂ (Θ, Θ˙)+ Ĝ(Θ)+ F̂ (Θ˙), (3)
i.e., Eq. (2) is reformulated with parameter estimates where the true unknown parameters
and the estimates of the unknown ones are used. Θ,Θ˙ and Θ¨d are reference signals where
a constant set point is fixed as control objective. M̂ , V̂ , Ĝ and F̂ are the estimates obtained
from the estimate pˆ of the unknown (and then estimated) parameter vector p= (m1,m2 +
m3, Izz, v1)T and the known parameter vector p′ = (v2, v3, k1, k2, k3, kp1, kp2, kp3)T. The
corresponding regressor matrices are W and W ′, containing the various signals obtained
from Θ , Θ˙ and Θ¨d which affect each component of the parameter vectors p and p′ (see
[7,13]). The estimate of p is obtained from a least-square type estimation algorithm with
covariance matrix Fk updating and free-design adaptation parameter ck given at each kth
sample by:
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FkW
T
k Eτpˆk+1 = pˆk +
ck + ‖WkFkWTk ‖
, (4)
Fk+1 = 1
λ
(
Fk − FkW
T
k WkFk
ck + ‖WkFkWTk ‖
)
, F0 = FT0 > 0. (5)
with the adaptation error being Eτ = M̂−1(E¨d + kvE˙ + kpE) for all time and M̂ being
parametrized for all time from the estimation pˆ of p and the known p′ (detailed relations
are provided in [13]).
Remark 4.1. The above algorithm, which leads to stable schemes [3], with the choices
λ ∈ (0,1] (forgetting factor) and ck ∈ (0,∞), is a generalization to multivariable systems
of a standard one in adaptive control for single-input single-output systems. However, a
supervisor is used to improve the adaptation transients. The function of this supervisor in
the context of expert systems is to design a coordination level for two on-line adjustments,
namely, those of ck-parameter and that of the Tk-sampling period. It is apparent that
the value of ck greatly influences the incremental one-step estimate pˆk−1 = pˆk − pˆk−1
depending on if its value is of the order of magnitude or, respectively, very large or small
compared to the “regressor contribution” measure ‖WkFkWTk ‖. It is also obvious that the
sampling period choice has a crucial influence in the transient behavior (see [4,8]).
The descriptions of E3j (j = 1,2) are provided before that of the coordinator E21 by
exposition convenience.
4.2.2. E32 : Updating rules for ck
A loss function is defined at each sampling instant by:
J ck = δ1k
k∑
i=k−Nk
σ ki E
T
i QEi + δ2k
k+Mk∑
i=k+1
σki Ê
T
i QÊi , k  0. (6)
The ck-parameter is on-line adjusted for each kth sample according to the improvement
of J ck related to J
c
k−1. In (6), δ1k ∈ [0,1] and δ2k = 1 − δ1k ∈ [0,1] are relative weights
for each of the two right-hand-side terms, and [k −Nk, k) is a “correction horizon” in the
sense that c(·) and then Ei , since previously occurred, cannot be modified at the current kth-
sample but its associate contribution to (6) is a measure of the recent registered transient
performance. [k+ 1, k+Mk] is a “prediction horizon” in the sense that the error tendency
through predicted values Ê(·) of future E(·) contributes to J ck . The predictions Ê(·) are
computed through direct extrapolation of the last few measured tracking errors E(·). The
expert system becomes as follows. First compute
ck = ρk
∥∥WkFkWTk ∥∥+ c¯ (c¯ > 0 being a design parameter) (7)
so that ck is mainly adjusted via regressor contributions if ρk  1, it is almost negligible
if ρk  1 and it is close to ‖WkFkWTk ‖ in (1) if ρk ≈ 1 and c¯ is small. c¯ > 0 is used to
avoid ck = 0, which would violate the scheme’s stability constraints, and also the algorithm
to fail if simultaneously Fk = 0. Thus, the main idea is to design ck through (7) and
a rational empirical on-line choice of ρk according to the evolution of the relative loss
J˜ ck = |J ck − J ck−1|/|J ck | at each k sample:
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Rule 1. For ρk > 0,
(i) ρk+1 = ρk +ρk if ρk > ρk−1 and J˜ ck+1 < J˜ ck or if ρk < ρk−1 and J˜ ck+1 > J˜ ck .
(ii) Then compute ck from (7). The heuristic explanation is:
“Increase ck if the relative cost is being improved (decreases) when increasing ck−1.
Otherwise, change the supervision strategy and increase ck if ck−1 was decreased and
the relative cost was worsening.”
Rule 2.
(i) ρk+1 = ρk −ρk if ρk < ρk−1 and J˜ ck+1 < J˜ ck or if ρk > ρk−1 and J˜ ck+1 > J˜ ck .
(ii) Compute ck from (7). The heuristic explanation is:
“Decrease ck if the relative cost improves when decreasing ck−1. Otherwise, change
the supervision strategy by decreasing ck if ck−1 was increased and the relative cost
was worsening.”
Rule 2 is interpreted similarly: ck is decreased if decreasing is improving the relative
cost or if it was increased in the previous step and now the cost is detected to be worsening.
Rule 3. ck = ck−1 if J˜ ck = J˜ ck−1.
Since ck ∈ [cmin, cmax] ⊂ (0,∞), with prefixed cmin > 0 and cmax > cmin, then ρk =
lkρ with lk integer such thatρ = 0.05ρ0 and lkMk  ck  lk+1Mk , whereMk = 0.05Jk.
The initial c0 = (cmin + cmax)/2. If cmin = cmax, then the control scheme is unsuper-
vised.
Remark 4.2. Another method for the supervision of the estimation algorithm may be
considered. It consists in on-line adjusting the forgetting factor λ following a sequence
of values {λk}, where λk ∈ (0,1] in order to ensure closed-loop stability of the adaptive
scheme. At the same time, the free-design parameter ck ∈ (0,∞) is chosen according with
the following rule:
ck = λk‖WkFkW
T
k ‖
Tr(1− λk − δ) ,
for the bounded trace Tr such that Trace(F−1k+1) Trace(F
−1
k )  Trace(F
−1
0 ), and where
Tr  Trace(F0) Trace(Fk) > 0 and λk ∈ (0,1− δ], some real δ ∈ (0,1).
This rule ensures that the adaptation matrix remains bounded by a prefixed finite bound
Tr at any time.
4.2.3. E31 : Sampling period updating law
A typical used one is
Tk = CTk−1‖Ek −Ek−1‖R (C = 5× 10
−4)
if Tk ∈ [Tmin, Tmax], otherwise either Tk = Tmin or Tk = Tmax, with some T ∈ [Tmin, Tmax]
being a nominal constant running sampling period suitable in the application. The constant
C is set arbitrarily so that the adaptation is typically a bang-bang rule with mutual switches
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between Tmin and Tmax at the beginning of the adaptation transient. After a set of samples,
values within the admissibility interval for the sampling period are also found.R =RT  0
is a (at least) positive semidefinite matrix so that ‖X‖R = (XTRX)1/2 is the generalized
Euclidean seminorm of X. Since large variations of the sampling period are not allowed in
an adaptive scheme-based for systems with slowly time-varying parameters, the sampling
period has to be slowly varying and to converge to some T0 ∈ [Tmin, Tmax]. T0 may be
typically identical to the nominal sampling period T . Thus, we operate as follows.
Prefix Tα and Tβ such that Tmin = T0 − Tα and Tmax = T0 + Tβ , so that
[T0 −Tα,T0 +Tβ ] ⊂ [Tmin, Tmax].
Rule 4. For the current Tαk and Tβk compute the trial current sampling period
Tk = CTk−1‖Ek −Ek−1‖R if Ek =Ek−1 and
Tk = T +Tβk, (8a)
otherwise; then choose using (8a) the sampling period, from the nominal constant period
T , as
Tk = Tk if Tk ∈ [T −Tαk,T +Tβk],
Tk = T −Tαk if Tk < T −Tαk,
Tk = T +Tβk if Tk > T +Tβk.
(8b)
Rule 5. Decrease Tαk and Tβk if k  k0 (finite), so that Tk → T0 as k→∞. Otherwise,
(if k < k0, some finite integer k0 > 0) then choose Tαk < Tα,k−1, Tβk < Tβ,k−1
unless the transient performance is being worsened.
Observe how as a result, if there is not sufficiently rich data containing new
knowledge or the system presents a switching fast-slow dynamics, the sampling rate
adapts consequently and the learning process may remain latent or accelerate, respectively,
following the behavior of the system. Nevertheless, this kind of switching fast-low behavior
is not usual in robotic control of manipulators, where the dynamics is restrained by the
kinematics of the arm. In the case when changes occur very slowly, the process does
not generate new knowledge and the rules do not update relevantly (see Rules 1–3 for
the adaptation free-design parameter and Rules 4–5 for the sampling rate). That is, the
learning process slows down or remains latent during this time. The combined Rules 4–
5 lead to a sampling rate varying within bounded intervals around its prefixed value
in order to adapt the sampling law to the system response while respecting the design
specifications on bandwidth, stability and nominal sampling period. Therefore, the main
motivation of Rule 5 is that the sampling period is forced to converge asymptotically
to a nominal value T , so that the system become asymptotically time-invariant provided
that the continuous plant is time-invariant (or approximately time-invariant). This strategy
facilitates the achievement of closed-loop stability.
Remark 4.3. The decrease in the increments Tαk , Tβk may be overcome with time
exponentially decreasing rules, or less drastically, with functions converging to zero more
slowly than exponentially. A simpler way to achieve the same objective is to value them
zero after a long prescribed finite time. Simple probing-error strategies may also be used.
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In the example discussed in this section, the sampling variation rules are simplified to
Tαk =Tβk =Tk T with T = T0 = 12 (Tmin + Tmax) and Tk =mT0e−k , m> 0
being small, decreases at slow exponential rate.
4.2.4. E21 : Supervisor of E31 and E32
The main objectives of this supervisor are:
(i) To modify the values of the weights δ1k , δ2k of the correction or prediction horizons
according to the registered performance and to modify when necessary the sizes of the
correction and prediction horizons of sizes Nk and Mk in E32 .
(ii) To switch when necessary to adaptive sampling law from the current one in E31 .
The process for E31 and E
3
2 is as follows:
Choice of the weights and correction/prediction horizons. The variations ranges for δ1k ,
δ2k have been chosen within [0,1] with a small reduced admissible variation interval from
a set of admissible experiments in H . The correction and prediction horizons have been
fixed around the values Nk ∼= 3, Mk ∼= 2. The size of the correction horizon is large since
it deals with real values of the tracking error, while for the prediction one it has to be
computed using interpolation. Since it turns out that the final effect of this supervision is
the on-line adjustment of ck , it is seen from (6) that the effects of variations in the values of
Nk and Mk may lead to qualitatively similar performances than properly chosen variations
in the weights δ1k and δ2k , respectively. As a result, in the numerical example below in
this section, the horizon sizes have been taken sample-independent with values Nk = 3,
Mk = 2 (∀k  0) and δ2k ∈ [0.85,1], δ1k = 1− δ2k (both adjusted on-line) for all k  0.
Choice of the sampling law. The following set of adaptive sampling laws were obtained
from (1), from those proposed in [4], after approximating the error time-derivatives by the
finite difference method with evaluations at the sampling instants:
Law 1.
Tk =
TmaxT
2
k−1
C‖Ek −Ek−1‖2R + T 2k−1
,
a = 1, b = 2; C = 1/3AB2; B = 1/Tmax in (1).
Law 2.
Tk = CTk−1‖Ek −Ek−1‖R , a = 0, b= 2; C = (AB)
1/2 in (1).
Law 3.
Tk = Tmax − C‖Ek −Ek−1‖R
Tk−1
,
a = 1, b = 1; C = 1/2AB2; B = 1/Tmax in (1).
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Table 1
Database
Robot parameters: m1 = 4.6 kg, m2 = 2.3 kg, m3 = 1 kg, Izz = 0.1 kg m2, vi = ki = 0.5
(i = 1,2,3), L1 =L2 = 0.5 m.
Nominal sampling period: T = T0 = 0.6 ms, Tmin = 0.5 ms, Tmax = 0.7 ms.
Initial conditions: Θ|t=0 = (0,30,−50)T; Θ˙|t=0 = Θ¨|t=0 = (0,0,0)T; F |t=0 =Diag(103).
Final reference conditions: Θd = (10,−50,−10)T.
Gain matrices: Kp =Diag(1,0,0).
Initial conditions of estimates: mˆ1|t=0 = 9.2, mˆ23|t=0 = 6.6, where m23 =m2+m3; Iˆzz|t=0 = 0,
vˆ1|t=0 = 0.
Saturation of the estimation algorithm for all time from “a priori” knowledge: 0.01 mˆ1  20,
0.01 mˆ23  20, 0.01 Iˆzz  1, 0.01 vˆ1  1.
Nominal value of ck (= c0)= 5× 103; λ= σ = 1 (constant); minimum value of c¯k is c¯=ρ =
0.1.
Correction and prediction horizon sizes: N  3, M  2; δ1k = 1− δ2k , δ2k ∈ [0.85,1].
Weighting matrix for supervision of ck : Q= I .
Weighting matrix for the sampling laws: R = Diag(0,0,1).
Table 2
Percentages of performance improvement under adaptive sampling
Law 1 Law 2 Law 3 Law 4
39% 29% 16% 26%
Law 4.
Tk = TmaxTk−1
C‖Ek −Ek−1‖R + Tk−1 ,
a = 0, b = 1; C = 1/AB2; B = 1/Tmax in (1).
The final sampling period is obtained from these sampling laws jointly with (8b). The
resumed database used during the process by the expert network is displayed in Table 1.
In Table 2, the improvement of the time-integral of the quadratic tracking error is
quantified over fifty samples for each of the four given laws evaluated separately without
supervision of the ck-parameter. The percentages are computed related to the unsupervised
situation of nominal constant sampling period Tk = T = T0 = 0.6 ms, for all k  0 and
R = Diag(0,0,1), i.e., only the error on the third robot arm angle of highest interest for
evaluation enters the adaptive sampling laws for processing.
Remark 4.4. Table 2 has motivated the use of the adaptive sampling law 1 in the expert
network, since the transient performance in terms of tracking error improves. Note that
it would be direct to extend the method by considering possible switches between the
various sampling laws through periodic performance tests at the expense of an increase in
the overall design complexity.
It may be observed that the main contribution of the expert network to the improvement
of the adaptation transients is the learning ability. This ability relies mainly on the basic
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adaptive controller updating rules (given by (4) and (5)) implemented by E1. Such an1
action is supervised E32 (Rules 1–3): If the accumulated tracking error is increasing with
respect to the previous sample then the action over the ck-parameter is modified through ρk .
This allows updating the rate of change ‖pˆk − pˆk+1‖ in real time according to the transient
performance and then to modify the control action through (3). All the rules are computed
at each sampling instant accordingly with the sampling period updating rules implemented
by E31 : If the tracking error is modified more rapidly (i.e., the tracking error time-derivative
increases), then the sampling period decreases subject to design constraints and viceversa.
This allows, in turn, to operate on the adaptation transients through the duration of each
torque effort. The performance of the different sampling rules varies depending on the
nature of the dynamical system.
An easier interpretation of the hierarchical structure is displayed in the flow diagram
(shown in Fig. 7).
4.3. Closed-loop stability
The following result proves that the basic supervision-free system and the supervised
ones are both stable.
Theorem 4.1 (Stability results). The following two items hold:
(i) In the absence of supervision, the estimated parameters are bounded if their initial
conditions are bounded and the initial adaptation covariance matrix is positive definite.
Also, the closed-loop system is globally Lyapunov’s stable so that the output, input,
estimation error and tracking error are all bounded provided that the reference trajectory
is bounded.
(ii) If only the algorithm free-parameter ck (or, alternatively, the forgetting factor)
is supervised by the given rule while respecting its positivity and boundedness (while
belonging to the range (0,1]) for all sample, then (i) holds. If the sampling period is
supervised (with the free-parameter being supervised or not) during a finite time interval
within its admissibility domain, then (i) still holds.
Proof (Sketch). (i) Direct calculations with (3)–(5) yield for all sampling instants:
Eτk =M1kP̂k + M̂kΘ¨k =MkΘ¨k +E′τk −M1kP˜k,
E′τk =WkP˜k =Mk −MkΘ¨k =Mk(KvΘ¨k −KpΘ¨k),
(9)
where P˜k = P − P̂k is the parametrical error for the auxiliary parameter vector P . Thus,
Eτk = (Wk −M1k)P˜k +MkΘ¨k. (10)
On the other hand, one gets from the estimation algorithm and the above error expression:
λkFk+1F−1k =
(
I − FkW
T
k Wk
ck + ‖WkFkWTk ‖
)
; λkF−1k P˜k = F−1k+1P˜k+1. (11)
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If the Lyapunov’s-like sequence Vk = P˜ Tk F−1k P˜k is defined then it follows that Vk+1 
λkVk  Vk  V0 since
Vk+1 − λkVk =− λk
ck + ‖WkFkWTk ‖
P˜ Tk W
T
k WkP˜k  0 (12)
for the free-design parameter of the estimation algorithm ck ∈ (0,∞) and the forgetting
factor λk ∈ (0,1], all integer k  0 with
P˜k+1 − P˜k =
(
I − FkW
T
k Wk
ck + ‖WkFkWTk ‖
)
P˜k − P˜k = FkW
T
k WkP˜k
ck + ‖WkFkWTk ‖
. (13)
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Since the sequence {Vk}∞ is nonnegative and bounded for V0 bounded and nonstrictly0
monotonically decreasing, then it has a finite nonnegative limit so that
∞>V0  Vk  λmax
(
F−1k
)‖P˜k‖2E. (14)
This implies that the parameter error P˜k and its associate estimate are bounded for all
samples since the above maximum eigenvalue of the covariance inverse is always strictly
positive. As a result, all the estimates of the direct parameters used in the calculations
in (4)–(5) are bounded. If the regressor is bounded then Eτk and the auxiliary one E′τk
are also bounded from the initial identities of this proof and then the estimated and error
torques τˆk and τ˜k are bounded and WkP˜k converges asymptotically to zero. It follows that
the output and the tracking error are bounded if the reference signal is bounded. Finally, if
the regressor fulfills a standard type of asymptotic persistent excitation condition then the
parametrical error converges asymptotically to zero. This proves item (i). The proof of (ii)
follows in the same way since the free parameters of the basic estimation scheme always
belong to their admissibility domains, which is compatible with stability if the supervisor
scheme is in operation for any of the free-parameters. Finally, assume that the sampling
period is on-line updated within its admissibility domain during a finite time interval and
then it is fixed to a constant value within such an interval. Thus, the overall system becomes
time-invariant after a finite time which may be set as initial time for analysis and the above
stability results still hold. ✷
Note that the closed-loop stability is also ensured if the time-varying sampling period
tends exponentially to any constant value within its admissibility domain. A particular
situation is when such a limit is its nominal value, in practice, a good tested value
for a correct operation mode in the current practical application at hand. This property
may be proved by extending directly Theorem 4.1(ii) by adding to the identification and
parametrical error bounded and exponentially decaying additive terms. The key point to
ensure that the closed-loop stability holds under supervision is that the free-parameter of
the parameter-adaptive algorithm and the sampling period are kept within their admissible
domains. Those domains are compatible with convergence of the updating algorithm
and stability. Thus, a judicious supervision of the free adaptation parameters/forgetting
factor and sampling period dictated, for instance, by the given updating supervisory
rules maintains the global stability (see Theorem 4.1(ii)) previously guaranteed in the
unsupervised scheme (see Theorem 4.1(i)) while may be able to improve very much the
transient behaviour in the sense that large overshoots are avoided during the adaptation
transient.
4.4. Numerical results
A numerical example has been performed with the data of the above expert network.
The evolutions of the arms positions are displayed in Figs. 8, 9 for both the unsupervised
and supervised case with ck-supervision and constant sampling period. The improvement
is apparent in the second case. Both estimates of m1 and the torque at the third joint are
displayed on Figs. 10–12. The loss function of the time-integral of the squared tracking
error and the evolution of the ck-parameter are shown in Figs. 13, 14.
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Fig. 9. Position of the second joint.
Fig. 10. Estimate of the m1-parameter without supervision of c.
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Fig. 12. Torque in the second joint with and without supervision of c.
Some related results are shown in Figs. 15–18 when only sampling period supervision
is used. The evolution of the sampling period is displayed in Fig. 18.
Results for a combined supervision of ck and Tk are shown in Figs. 19–23 where the
two expert systems of the third level of Fig. 1, are performed.
It may be observed that the supervision improves the transient performances related
to the unsupervised case, with an apparent decrease in the value of the accumulative
time-integral of the tracking error during the transient adaptation. As it has been pointed
out before, other good methods are used in robotic control. Compared to other artificial
intelligence techniques, the expert system structure developed here is an expert application
of the classic analytical adaptive method used in automatic control (see [6]), providing
good results in trajectory tracking of manipulators. In fact, this implementation of the
adaptive method using an expert scheme provides similar results in quantitative terms
when measuring the trajectory tracking error than those obtained by [7]. In that work,
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Fig. 14. Evolution of the supervised free-design parameter ck .
Fig. 15. Position of the first joint with constant and with supervised sampling period.
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Fig. 17. Estimate of the m1-parameter with supervision of the sampling period.
Fig. 18. Supervision of the sampling period.
200 M. De la Sen et al. / Artificial Intelligence 152 (2004) 173–211Fig. 19. Position of the second joint with and without supervision of ck and Tk .
Fig. 20. Position of the third joint with and without supervision of ck and Tk .
Fig. 21. Estimate of the m1-parameter estimation with supervision of ck and Tk .
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Fig. 23. Supervision of the sampling period with combined supervision.
an analogous study was done using a classical adaptive control to supervise the sampling
rate and free-design parameters of the adaptation algorithm for the same 3R manipulator.
In the same way, the results are good enough to compete with other AI-based methods such
as the ANN Control used in [13] or [1], where different robust neural networks schemes
are used to control similar robotic manipulators, or like other auto-tuning methods based
on PID control structures [33]. Although, for a faithful numerical comparison, the methods
should be applied to the same examples, over the same trajectories and using the same
parameter adaptation. Future work is planned in this direction, along with the extension of
some self-learning aspects concerned with the rules of the knowledge base in the axiomatic
formalism.
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4.5. Variations of the correction and prediction horizonsThe above results have been obtained using correction and prediction horizon sizes
N  3 and M  2 respectively. The following simulations are devoted to study the
influence of these parameters in the transient performance.
It may be observed in Fig. 24 that when correction horizon N is increased, the output
of the system becomes more accurate. This seems reasonable since, for a larger correction
horizon, the expert system uses information from the error of a higher number of previous
instants, allowing a better adjustment of ck .
An analogous reasoning may be applied to the variation of the prediction horizon M in
Fig. 25.
Fig. 24. Variation of the correction horizon.
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4.6. Disturbance environment
The effects of noise in the position and velocity measurement affects directly to the
effectiveness of the control. In the planar 3R manipulator, these measurements are carried
out at each sampling instant by sensors located in the joints of the robot, providing
an electric signal that may be affected by electromagnetic disturbances generated in
the environment by joint motors, power sources and other elements. In the following
simulations it has been used the zero mean white noise displayed in Fig. 26, with different
variance values, as a disturbance of the position error and its derivative. Figs. 27 and 28
show the evolution of the position of the three joints when this noise is applied. It may be
observed how the presence of noise drastically affects the adaptive control performance
during the transient performance. In fact, the introduction of noise with variance 0.04
generates steady state errors and noise with variance 1 leads to an unstable system.
As it has been shown, noises of variance higher than 1 leads to unstable adaptive control
systems. A method to avoid this effect of the noise is to use a “dead beat” duration Z when
the parametric error remains bounded under a prefixed bound and where the control does
not adapt the parameters. By doing this, during Z the control is no adaptive, so that the
influence of the noise is minimized.
In the following Figs. 29–31, some reference tracking results are displayed for different
values of Z. Note that the case Z = ∞ is equivalent to a non-linear control without
parameter adaptation. It may be observed how, when Z is increased, the noise effects
decreases but the reference tracking error increases due to the parameter estimation fault.
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Fig. 27. Joints position for noise variance 0.04.
4.7. Comments about the use of the formalism of Sections 2–3
The master expert system E11 is unique and it is implemented as the basic identification-
control scheme E11 where the parametrizations of the identifier (Eqs. (4), (5)) and then
the adaptive controller (Eq. (2)) are both readjusted each new sampling instant. Eq. (2)
uses the process estimates given by (4) and (5). Note that this is the basic adaptive control
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Fig. 29. Reference tracking with Z = 100.
philosophy where learning is based in updating values of the adaptive controller based
in an on-line process of identification and tracking error measurement. As a result, the
control signal is re-updated at each sampling instant. This part of the scheme plays the
role of a unique master expert system (see Axioms 3.1, 3.2, and Theorem 3.1) which
governs the slave expert systems and acts during certain time interval, i.e., the supervision
of the free-design parameter (E32) and sampling period (E
3
1), each having a set of rules in
the knowledge base. The basic rules are Rules 1–5 described above (Section 4.2). The
processing or not processing of rules is basically organized for entire groups of rules
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Fig. 31. Reference tracking with Z = 80.
concerned with E32 and E
3
1 where any of the two parts may be switched-off from the
supervision scheme during a set of samples. Also, through initial experimentation, the
expert network decides which sampling law and which design parameters, e.g., λ, c¯, δ(·),
C, T , T0, Tmin, Tmax, etc., should be used in the subsequent experiments for the given
problem. Note that classes are used mainly to classify the dynamical systems into sets
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accordingly to sampling period, plant, etc. (see Section 3.3), while the experts systems
within the expert network solve specific supervision tasks.
There are two main phases in the use of the formalism. The first is the construction of
the expert system by learning through a set of experiments. The “admissible” experiments
consists in processing the performance with different values of the nominal sampling pe-
riod T0 of the order of milliseconds, accordingly to the suitable requirements on bandwidth,
stability and application requirements, and different values of the free-design parameter of
the algorithm c (assumed to be constant) between its admissible variation domain (0,∞)
compatible with the closed-loop stability. Other data are obtained from the initial covari-
ance matrix F0 = FT0 > 0 to which the transient performance is very sensitive. The various
experiments are run for a wide variation of c in (0,∞) but for small variation of the ad-
missible sampling period which has to be compatible with the application and with a set of
control design specifications. The reason of the small variation for the sampling period is
that for controller synthesis purposes, time-invariance or quasi time-invariance processes
are suitable, while the discrete plant becomes time-varying if the sampling period varies.
The sets of non-admissible experiments are possible sets which are rejected because the
design requirements are not satisfied, as well as those rejected because of bad registered
performances although they are initially processed. The equivalence classes are obtained
from the various conditions p0, F0, c, T , T0 which lead to very similar performances for
the given second-order plant. A classification of experiments for different types of plants
is not performed in this study case since the plant is a second order one with damped
oscillatory behaviour after feedback is implemented. A quality deficit index is used in the
general formalism to evaluate the transient performance. In this case, the quality deficit
index is a time-integral of the quadratic tracking error of the third arm position related to
the reference signal for system E32 and related to a generalized norm of the tracking error
variations for system E31 (see Eq. (6) and structures of sampling laws 1–3). The quality
deficit indices of the basic scheme E11 and E
2
2 may also be defined with quadratic measures
of the tracking errors so as to decide when to end the basic adaptation, switching between
sampling laws or in-between E31,2, or when to modify the weights in the loss function
(Eq. (6)). In this example, the quality deficit indices of the four systems in the network (i.e.,
the basic adaptation scheme, the two supervisors and the coordinator) are the accumulative
relative quadratic error of the third arm without weighting. The classification into examples
in this particular case study has not been referred to different robot parametrizations.
Such a classification has been made to design appropriate values for the magnitudes of
the database (Kv , Kp , a priori modeling values for M,F,G, etc.) and to decide that
the sampling law 1 affords the best results if it has to be chosen without alternative use
of switching with another laws. Basically, this first phase is performed for the isolated
master expert system E11 without supervision from the other expert network components
concerned with the supervisor updating process.
The second phase is an on-line hierarchized supervision procedure of the level-2
coordinatorE21 and the level-3 systems E
3
1 and E
3
2 . The set of rules have been given before
by using a database (Table 1) obtained from a priori knowledge of the controlled process
and knowledge obtained from the first phase in which no supervision was implemented.
We fixed the order of the priorities of E31 and E
3
2 after some experiments showed that
the performance is much more sensitive to the sampling period variation than to the free-
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design parameter ck . We also decided to use the Sampling Law 1 since it gave the best
performances in the first phase. As explained before, it would not be difficult to incorporate
the use of the combination of the various sampling laws to the scheme including the
possibility of automatic on-line switches in order to minimize a cost function, as done
for E11 in the example of Fig. 32, at the expense of a higher design complexity.
The practical implementation focuses on the supervision of the adaptation transients of
a non-linear manipulator by appropriate on-line manipulation of the sampling period and
free-design adaptation parameters, but it is apparent that the proposed technique is also
applicable to time-invariant and slowly time-variant linear systems. Nevertheless, one of
the advantages of the expert architecture presented is that it is also useful to supervise a
wide range of non-linear robotic manipulators. Besides, it can easily be adapted to deal with
any other dynamical systems with soft non-linearities in which the transients or adaptation
transients could be critical and able to be supervised by knowledge engineering. Consider,
for example, the application of the same formalism to the discretization of continuous
plants using parameter identification given in [9], where the expert scheme is designed to
obtain discrete transfer functions for LTI systems under real sampling of finite duration
rather than an instantaneous ideal one, and whose structure may be observed in Fig. 32.
Roughly speaking, the expert network handles two different identification methods to
derive parametric discrete models of reduced mathematical complexity from measured
input-output data series. This network improves the discretization process by implementing
a biestimation mechanism that switches to the model that provides a better performance at
each considered estimation instant for different values of the hold order. For this purpose,
four expert systems Eij , for i = 1,2,3 and j = 1,2, are organized as shown in Fig. 32,
where these expert systems execute the following tasks:
E31 : Discretizer that implements the real sampling process for the continuous system
for a given hold order previously prefixed by E21 and E
2
2 , providing an input–
output data series of the correspondent hybrid system.
E21 : Updater of the models for the first design method (least-squares): Choice of the
filter order and then the hold order.
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E2: Updater of the models for the second design method (modified Leverrier’s2
algorithm): Choice of the filter order.
E11 : Biestimation supervisor that governs the switching between E
2
1 and E
2
2 comput-
ing the mean square error.
In addition, the Interconnection Rules C121 , C
12
2 , C
23
1 , C
23
2 and C12 regulate the
execution flux control for E21 and E
2
2 in a sequential way during the training phase, as
well as for E11 and E
2
j and for E2j and E
3
1 (j = 1,2), during the biestimation phase where
E11 acts as a master, respectively. More detailed information may be obtained from [9].
5. Conclusion
An axiomatic formalism has been provided for addressing the operation and perfor-
mance of sets of expert systems grouped into expert networks. The axioms proposed are
valid, in a first attempt, to distinguish between the different functions which permit to
change hierarchies and priorities in the execution of admissible experiments within a learn-
ing context. The learning procedure is evaluated by stating quality deficit indices to process
the individual experiments entering the expert network. The axioms have been used to de-
rive some mathematical results concerning the theoretical improvement of the expert net-
work performance when learning is in progress as a result of the incorporation and process-
ing of new admissible experiments. An application of the previous formalism to improve
the transient behaviour of a robot manipulator has also been presented. This practical im-
plementation focuses on the supervision of the adaptation transients by appropriate on-line
manipulation of the sampling period and free-design adaptation parameters. The expert ar-
chitecture presented can not only supervise this kind of non-linear robotic systems, but it
can be easily adapted to deal with any other dynamical system with soft non-linearities in
which the adaptation transients could be critical and able to be supervised by knowledge
engineering. Moreover, the expert network presents a flexible and dynamic architecture and
allows the designer to directly inspect the progress of the process in an intuitive way, pro-
viding improved results when compared with classical adaptive control methods or other
AI-based methods such as ANN control or other auto-tuning methods. Work is now in
progress to extend the axiomatic formalism, in particular to some self-learning aspects
concerned with the rules of the knowledge base.
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